CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

SAMSE Group uses CashOnTime Allocation to
automatically reconcile its 42,000 annual payments

“ It’s

easy: the more we use CashOnTime Allocation, the smarter it gets.
Furthermore, as soon as we implemented it, we got very high rates of
automatic reconciliation.
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Stéphane Delachenal explains that CashOnTime
Allocation was quickly deployed: ‘DIMO Software really
understood our situation, which meant that the solution
was installed and configured on time and without
inconvenience.’
He adds that the key to success of the implementation
project was in the upstream phase, the CashOnTime
Allocation machine-learning phase. ‘It’s easy: the more
we use CashOnTime Allocation, the smarter it gets.
Before the implementation phase, we created an export
file with unpaid invoices and we asked our banks for
detailed statements. Then, we had the database do a
“dry run”. That way, as soon as we implemented it, we
got very high rates of automatic reconciliation.’

A 100% satisfied team
Every night, CashOnTime Allocation automatically
downloads transaction notifications and automatically
reconciles payments in Oracle Applications 11.5.8.
Stéphane Delachenal says that, ‘the implementation
project has met all of our goals; today, we have a 92%
average rate of automatic reconciliation. We have even
reached 100% with certain banks, like La Banque
Postale!’ The remaining 8% of transactions are easily
reconciled with the manual reconciliation assistant.

Thanks to CashOnTime Allocation, the SAMSE Group
Cash-Flow team has saved a lot of time: ‘we estimate
that the time saved is 6 hours per day, which is one
full-time equivalent. That time saved allows us to focus
on the most difficult cases. Since implementing
CashOnTime Allocation, we have been able to
do more quality-focused work; we are working on
improving our collections so that payment reminders
are more effective, with fewer errors.’

The final verdict
When asked for an overall assessment of this solution,
Mr Delachenal highlighted the fact that he likes the
efficiency of CashOnTime Allocation, which has saved
his team a lot of time and allowed them to focus on an
activity that adds more value to the business:
reminding customers about payments. He says that the
‘ROI for the project was made very fast.’
As a logical progression of this fruitful collaboration with
DIMO Software, SAMSE Group recently migrated to the
Sage FRP Universe 3 (Sage XRT Treasury) cash-flow
management solution for effective preparation for
SEPA compliance.

The two people assigned to the CashOnTime Allocation
implementation project were trained by the teams from
DIMO Software and they were then able to train the rest
of the SAMSE team. They all appreciate how easy the
software is to use. The Group’s Cash-Flow Manager sums
up CashOnTime Allocation like this: ‘a simple tool that
works well, guaranteeing significant productivity gains.’

Find out more at www.cashontime.com

